
MVP Throughput Performance Solutions

Gaining the Competitive Advantage 

of Quality, Speed and Cost



Today’s rapidly changing collision industry offers significant opportunities for the 

collision center that is equipped with the knowledge, expertise and commitment  

to evolve with emerging trends and meet the challenge of change head on. 

What are the significant trends, challenges and opportunities? Whether you define your 

customer in terms of the insurers, the individual car owner or both, customers today are demanding 

better performance from collision centers. Top insurers are evolving to DRP models that reward 

higher standards of performance in Quality, Speed and Cost.  As insurance-related work 

consolidates to fewer shops, “customer pay” work is consequently becoming more competitive 

as shops increasingly go after this business to displace any lost insurance-directed business.

 There can be no doubt that the collision centers that will succeed in this changing 

marketplace will be those that re-tool their operations and develop the capability to 

simultaneously deliver Quality, Speed and Cost. And it will be those who make the changes 

faster than their competitors. It requires more than a focus on productivity. 

 In fact… some of the things we are doing to make money today are the very things that 

will prevent us from making money in the future. 

 Lowering cycle time and processing more work through existing assets requires complete 

re-engineering of the traditional repair process—from sales estimating, repair planning and 

administration to parts management, scheduling and production. 

 And that’s what the MVP Throughput Performance Solutions program is all about. The result of 

two years of development and testing in real-world shop conditions, MVP Throughput Performance 

Solutions is the most innovative, comprehensive training program available for empowering the 

progressive collision center with what it takes to profit from the opportunities spawned by a rapidly-

changing collision industry. Improvement theory is available everywhere. MVP Throughput 

Performance Solutions is the appropriate balance between proven science and practical applied 

solutions required for successful implementation and performance results.
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MVP Throughput Performance Solutions Training

5 days of intense learning in the classroom and on the shop floor—all aimed 
at giving your shop the competitive advantage of Quality, Speed and Cost.

MVP Throughput Performance Solutions is a comprehensive, week-long training program based on the 
principles of Lean, Six Sigma and Theory of Constraints. These training sessions are designed to provide an 
effective balance between teaching the proven science behind process improvement and implementing 
practical solutions for driving best-in-class, door-to-door performance of your collision center.

Strategic Thinking  Establishing a shared sense of urgency across all the stakeholders of your business organization is critical to 
leading sustainable change	

	 Strategic Thinking participants are provided with information, tools and techniques to guide their 
organization to a clear understanding of the key success factors required to transform business challenges 
into opportunities.

Paradigm Pioneers  Preparing your people for challenges and success	

	 The Paradigm Pioneers video exercise is a motivational, collaborative technique for helping an organization 
recognize the need to become pioneers—and the many benefits that result from a pioneering culture.

Business Strategy  Aligning the business goals, metrics and compensation with the vision	

	 What are the purpose of the business goals? What are the desired outcomes? What are the critical metrics 
for determining progress? What conflicts are created by traditional compensation strategies? Answers to 
questions like these are among the many addressed during this Business Strategy module.

Leadership and  The challenge of process re-engineering is not what to change but how to cause and sustain change	

	 By examining proven approaches to creating sustainable change in your organization, this segment will 
provide insightful information and perspective on the most common reasons why companies fail at change 
and how leadership can overcome them.

Throughput Performance:  Principles of Lean, Six Sigma and Theory of Constraints and their application to collision repair	

	 Gain an understanding of the history and language of Lean, Six Sigma and Theory of Constraints, and how 
PPG has integrated and applied these three methodologies into the collision repair process.

Little’s Law  The relationship between work in process and lead time performance	

	 Learn how to use a simple formula for accurately measuring cycle time performance, a key step in 
continuous process improvement.

Throughput Performance  Lessons in variation, flow, constraint management and production leveling	

	 Learn the root causes of poor cycle time performance using process model simulations as a way to de-mystify the 
key principles of MVP Throughput Performance Solutions.

Process Design  Not a “one solution fits all” model	

	 Businesses are like people in that no two are identical. Each business has varying sales volumes, layout 
designs, resource differences, challenges and opportunities. So while many best practices may apply to any 
collision center, their implementation and application will differ from collision center to collision center. 
During this segment you will learn how to use data, proven approaches and tools directed at process design 
and resource planning. 

COURSE OVERVIEW

Leading Change

History and Overview

Basics for Collision Repair 

& Resource Planning 
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5S and Workplace  Creating an environment for increased throughput and productivity	

	 Learn how to set up your collision center as a visually coded workplace—an excellent starting point for 
improving throughput performance and productivity. This course includes discussion of proven approaches 
to creating a world-class production environment, using methodologies of workplace organization, standard 
tools, standard work, standard materials and more. 

Throughput Repair Planning  Applying practical solutions to 20% of the process that impact 80% of the barriers to throughput performance	

	 This session delves deeply into the repair planning processes of Visual Repair Mapping, Disassembly, 
Discovery, Parts Procurement, Pre-Repair and Production Scheduling. Participants are also provided tools, 
presentations and materials needed to bring their entire organization up to speed—from orientation to 
training to implementation. 

MVP ParaKaizen  Training beyond MVP Throughput Performance Solutions	

	 Participants will learn how to use the MVP ParaKaizen Online Tool Box for collaborating and 
communicating with other graduates of this course—and how to access ‘round-the-clock access to tools, 
presentations and information relative to MVP Throughput Performance Solutions. 

MVP ParaKaizen  A paradigm of continuous improvement	

	 During this segment participants learn about the MVP ParaKaizen Performance Group, and the opportunities 
for continuous improvement through ongoing education and peer-to-peer exchange of ideas and best 
practices. MVP ParaKaizen Performance Groups meet 3 times each year, providing a regular forum for 
continuous education and improvement opportunities. 

Action Plan Review  Every journey begins with first steps	

	 During this last day module, you will prepare a detailed action plan pulling from the week’s key lessons, 
group discussions and collaborations. 

Collision Center Tours  From the classroom to the shop floor	

	 The shop tour is an important component of the MVP Throughput Performance Solutions training. This 
unique training class is held in part at a real-world collision center which is used as a model to reinforce 
key lessons of the program. A minimum of two tours through the collision center are woven into the 
training, allowing participants to reinforce key lessons from the week-long course. 

MVP Business Excellence  Pride, differentiation and strengthening your value proposition	

	 Graduates of MVP Business Development Series and Throughput Performance Solutions Training earn 
PPG certificates for Business Excellence. MVP Throughput Performance Solutions certification designations 
are awarded in three levels: MVP Throughput Performance Champion, Green Belt and Black Belt.
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MVP ParaKaizen

A paradigm of continuous improvement

Standing pat in the competitive world of business is a recipe for failure, and this axiom especially applies to 
collision repair centers seeking to maintain a competitive advantage today and into the future. With that in 
mind, the MVP ParaKaizen program was developed to provide its participants with the resources and 
support to ensure their shops’ throughput performance benefits from continuous process improvements. 
Available to graduates of MVP Throughput Performance Solutions training, MVP ParaKaizen offers a 
broad range of services that extend well beyond classroom training.

Performance Group  Peer-to-peer focus on continuous improvement	

	 MVP ParaKaizen Performance Group participants meet three times a year in 2-day forums providing the 
opportunity to focus on continuing education, improvement planning and implementation, peer-to-peer 
exchange of ideas, best practices and performance metrics.

Online Tool Box  ‘Round-the-clock access to information, tools and peer-to-peer collaboration	

	 Provides opportunities for peer-to-peer communication and collaboration, 24/7/365 access to information, 
business tools and ongoing developments, and web-based training modules.

Consulting Services  Tailored solutions and assistance when needed	

	 Specialized “Black Belt”-level consulting services for collision center customers who have completed 
the MVP Throughput Performance Solutions training requirements, covering a full range of issue-
specific business improvements. 
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